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USD opens its doors to Katrina victims
BRYCE KNUDSON
STAFF WRITER

Over the past two weeks the
nation has been focused on
the Hurricane Katrina relief
efforts. While most of the
nation's attention is directed
towards the repairs and re
covery of the metropolises of
the gulf coast region and the
string of criminal activities
in the area, USD has chosen
to concentrate on a much
overlooked aspect of the relief
effort. USD is currently home
to a small number of dis
placed college students from
the effected area.
Almost immediately after
the reports of the damage at
the major universities in the
gulf coast were made, Presi
dent Lyons proposed to the
Executive Cabinet on August
31 that USD do something.
Eventually, Pam Gray
Payton, president of Public
Relations, approached the
cabinet members with the idea
of admitting students from
Loyola University of New
Orleans, Tulane University
and Xavier University of New
Orleans. Immediately, prepa
rations were made and hous
ing accommodations were
acquired.
There are now 13 under

NOLA.COM

Hundreds gather trying to board busses to escape hurricane Katrina's destruction.

graduate students, 3 business
graduate students and 6 thirdyear law students attending
class here. Laurent Demosthenidy, a displaced Tulane law
student, discussed the need
to be at USD in an interview
on Full Focus broadcast on
KBPS. Being from Poway, he
immediately contacted USD
on his way home.
He said the administration

could not have been more
helpful and immediately
started the process to enroll
him in classes. He expressed
his deep appreciation for the
compassion and assistance of
the USD administration. By
attending USD Law school he
would be able to graduate and
take the bar exam on time.
The displaced students at
USD are not getting stuck

with additional tuition costs
either.
They will pay their nor
mal tuition rates from their
respective university to USD.
USD will then redistribute
the funds back to the schools
that were effected by Ka
trina in hopes that the money
will help in the repair of the
school. In an interview on
NBC, President Lyons said,

"I think presidents like myself
have joined hands across the
country to try and alleviate
the suffering of displaced
students. It's the one thing we
can do. We can offer educa
tion while others are trying to
offer relief."
Another issue that arose
was housing. While many
Please see Katrina, p. 2

Rufio concert jump-starts the weekend
SAMANTHA PEREZ
STAFF WRITER

Though many people had
not necessarily heard of the
band Rufio prior to their USD
debut, the crowd was not
lacking for their campus con
cert on September 2. The buzz
of excitement and anticipa
tion that vibrated through the
crowd escalated to an explo
sion of clapping and screams
when Rufio finally took the
stage.
Just coming off this sum

mer's Warped Tour and hav
ing played with other bands
such as Taking Back Sunday,
The Ataris and Strung Out,
Rufio knew how to work the
crowd from start to finish.
Lauren Wyckoff, a fresh
man, explained that the
group's immediate audience
interaction was what gave
the concert such a "feel good
vibe."
"The way they joked around
with us and even made fun
of some of the people in the
audience made it seem like
we were all just listening to a

really awesome garage band
rather than actual signed art
ists," she said.
Whether they were longterm fans, the occasional
listener or just someone look
ing to broaden their musical
horizon, almost everyone that
attended the Rufio concert got
just what they wanted—a great
show.
Some would say punk
rock has recently come to a
revival period of sorts and
Rufio seems to be fitting in
just fine (but with their own
unique twist). Although their

lyrics touch issues such as the
importance put on self-im
age and other common youth
hardships. They do not simply
whine about these issues and
let that be the end of it.
"Their songs are putting
positive messages out there,"
said Camie Gonzales, "They
talk about the bad stuff but
give it a positive spin that
motivates people to push on
to the good stuff."
That seems to be a part of
Rufio's whole laid-back feel.
The audience that night was
able to let loose, while some

preferred the mini-mosh pit
as a means of displaying their
enjoyment, others took the
less physical approach and
waited until after the concert
to chat with fellow audience
members in clumps of people
that were seen forming out
side the UC Forum after the
show.
For both first-time listeners
and long-time followers, the
Rufio concert turned out to be
a perfect end to the beginning
days of school and a heart
pumping way to jump-start
the weekend.
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Students and RAC festival flop
The recreation festival hosted by Associated Students has a lower turnout than expected
LOSHUA BEIDLER
STAFF WRITER

ANDREW WOODBURY

With it's idyllic climate, end
less sunshine, and proximity to
the Pacific Ocean, San Diego
could be called one big play
ground. Eager students were
able to find plenty of leads at
the Recreational Fair, held Sept.
9 in front of the Vistas from 2
to 6 p.m.
"We're here to get informa
tion out about all the programs
we have: intramurals, tourna
ments, and special events,"
said junior Jeremy Babel who
represents the department of
Campus Recreation..
Students who would rather
hit the trail than the athletic
field can rent equipment from
Outdoor Adventures or sign
up for one of their organized
outings.
Although many USD stu
dents participate in outdoor
recreation, traffic at the fair
was light.
"Hopefully word will get
out next year," freshman Kay la
Harrigan of Outdoor Adven
tures said.
Harrigan thought the loca-
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Cont. from Katrina, pg. 1
are from the San Diego area,
some are not. Immediately, fac
ulty and staff began speaking up
and volunteering their homes
and services to help house these
students.
The students are here, have a
place to stay, and are in classes,
but they are still "displaced."
"The administration made it
possible for the new students
to be here, but it is now the
job of the USD community to
make them comfortable and
help them (adjust)," said Gray
Payton.
Admitting these students is

ADENA JANSEN

This student shows off his front flip on an inflatable slide. The slide was only one of
the many activities students could have participated in at the recreation festival.

tion was fine, but thought that
the fliers promoting the fair
were easy to miss.
"It's been really slow," soph
omore Mason Brown, who
helped out at the USD Rugby
table, said. "I'm not surprised
because it's a Friday."
"The best part was just being
here and experiencing the ca
maraderie between the teams,"
senior Steve Merrell of USD
Lacrosse said.
Gary Becker recognized

a generous gesture, but it is not
the only effort being put forth
by USD.
Fliers and posters around
campus constantly call atten
tion to the efforts put forth by
the USD community. Efforts
include the donation drive put
on by Catholic Charities USA
and the Red Cross.
There was also an emer
gency blood drive held outside
of the UC on Sept. 12.
Other events have taken
place on campus throughout the
past two weeks.
On Sept. 7 the University
Ministry held a vigil for those
who had been suffering from

attendance was below sugges
tions. While stating that the
fair was promoted "extremely
well using a large number of
different mediums," he agreed
that attendance was below ex
pectations.
He said the department
learned a number of things
that may boost attendance in
the future. For example, future
events may be held later in the
day.
Outside the pool area, pass-

the hurricane disaster.
On Sept. 9, the Mass
of the Holy Spirit was
held with the Katrina
victims in the forefront
of the service. In addi
tion, the USD counsel
ing office is providing
specialized crisis coun
seling and information
for all students.
There are even plans
for a future relief effort.
Plans are currently un
derway to take a num
ber of volunteers from
USD to the gulf coast
region during winter
break.

The Vista is looking for talented and cre
ative individuals to fill design editor, copy
editor, photographer, and distribution
manager positions.
If you are interested contact Editor in Chief
Brooke McSpadden at vista@sandiego.edu..

ersbys gawked
at a mechani
cal bull and ob
stacle course
set up by PlanIt Interactive
on behalf of
Campus Rec
reation.
Accord
ing to Plan-It
employee J.T.
Lawson, the
one adult in
trepid enough
to take on
the obstacle
course was
Dan Mulville,
assistant di
rector of In
tramurals and

Club Sports.
As for the mechanical bull,
"People are afraid they'll look
bad in front of their friends,"
Mulville said. "That's the num
ber one reason they don't want
to do it."
Junior John Pabustan said, "I
feel pretty bad," after finishing
a distant second in the obstacle
course.
"I got my ass kicked by a
girl and I couldn't stay on the
stupid bull."
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The university is coordinating a
cafnpus-wide collection of cash
donation* which will he directed
to a i d t h e WctTtn* of H u r r i c a n e K a trina through Catholic Charities
0 . S A * If y o u w o u l d tffce to t n a k e
a donation Please stop py the of
fice* of Public Relations(Hughes Cen
ter 118) and Community Service
CearnInj?(Mafier 118), or visit the wefcl+e w w w » s a n d i e g o . e d u / n e w s / k a t r i n a •

Come to Freshman senator &
Homecoming InformationalsU!

Dear Toreros,
Hopefully by now you are all settled in for the 2005-2006 academic year.
Thank you to all of those who attended the A.S. Welcome Weekend Events and to those
who expressed interest in serving on an A.S. committee. Your A.S. Leadership Team
will soon contact those who filled out a sign up sheet. 1 look forward to the many
contributions that you will make to the Associated Students. If you have not filled out a
committee sign up sheet and would still like to be involved, please come by either A.S.
office (UC 225 or UC 161) to join a committee.
Did you know that your A.S. Leadership Team is a resource for you? As
elected and appointed students, we are here to respond to your needs and address your
issues. We meet with members of the Board of Trustees and various administrators on
campus to assure that student interests are ayhe forefront of all University planning.
We want to make your time at USD memorable and the best that it can be. Throughout
the year we plan to inform you through •'Vista'* articles, weekly A.S. E-mails, posters
and flyers, and many other forms of advertising. At the same time, it is critical that you
inform us and bring to our attention any matters that affect the students of USD.
This year is off to a fantastic start, and a lot of exciting projects are going on in
A.S. at this very moment; from planning Homecoming to creating an Honor Code and
from restructuring the Multicultural Relations Board to registering campus clubs and
organizations. The year will go by very quickly, so I encourage you all to get to know
your A.S. leadership, partake in A.S. events, and express your USD concerns to A.S.
Please come by our offices at any time, visit our website, or e-mail us. I look
forward to seeing you soon!

J
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Sponsored by;
Alcohol & Other Drug Services
Associated Students

Sincerely,

UC 221 619.260.4618
UC 215
619.260.4715

Jordan Freitas
Associated Students President
2005-2006

THE SERVICE
If for any reason an undergraduate student experiences a transportation problem...from
being stranded, to having their car break down, to wanting to leave an uncomfortable
situation...College Cab is just a phone call away. Students have the opportunitv to call
Orange Cab (619-291-3333) anytime between 6pm and 6am and receive a safe ride
home.
Students need to present their Student ID to the cab driver. The cab driver will then take
down the student's information and send the bill to USD, rather than billing the student on
the spot. Each student WILL receive a pink copy of the original receipt.
PAYMENT

FIND IH€ T0MR.0
WITHIN!

Students are responsible for taking their pink receipt to The Cashier's office (Hughes, 207)
and paying 'A the cab fare within 2 weeks. Students should then bring their receipt from
The Cashier's office to Alcohol & Other Drug Services, UC 221, verifying that they paid Vi
of the cab fare.
All students who do not pay the billed amount with in 2 weeks will be charged via their
student account.

fiQXEi

This service is not to be used as an airport shuttle, transportation to/from the mall,
etc. Violators will be contacted immediately.
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USD freshman is captured by ole spirit
KATY GREEN HECK

casino night.
Freshman Amanda Rausch said, "I
STAFF WRITER
think that the harbor cruise was my fa
vorite out of all of the events of O-Week.
If you were to ask a group of little kids I met so many people on the dance floor
what they want to be when they grow up and it was a great way to see the city of
some would says doctors, some would San Diego."
say pilots, some of the "imaginative"
Everyone I met loved O-Week in large
ones would say tigers or jelly beans part thanks to the O-Team, a dedicated
and some destined for large allowances group of USD students who planned the
would say, "I want to be just like my events and guided us through our first
parents."
week of college. Not only were they
I said none of those things when I helpful but they were also very entertain
was little. When asked what I wanted to ing; we even got see them "cross dress"
do with my life I said, "I want to go to and perform a dance at our pep rally.
USD. Judging from the enthusiasm of Their help was invaluable and the fresh
the thousand or so new freshmen that I men appreciate their hard work.
recently shared the Freshmen Orienta
Now O-Week is over and regular
tion experience with, I would be willing classes and activities have begun, but
to bet that many of us responded in the the memories and new friends acquired
same way.
in that crucial first week are still around.
Now we're finally here and the ori College can be a tough transition for
entation process was the perfect way some, but O-Week allowed us to ease
to begin our college careers. We had into it and get acclimated to new living
great opportunities to learn about ways arrangements and a new phase in our
to get involved on campus and social lives.
activities that helped us get to know
I'm sure many of us will one day be
each other. The activities ranged from
on the O-Team ourselves in hopes of
serious lectures about college life to fun having another wonderful and fun ex
social events like square dancing and perience. Ole!

ADENA JANSEN

Students had a good time dancing, gambling, and winning prizes at the Studio 54
themed Casino Night. This was one of the many social events held during Orienta
tion week at USD.

Reach for the stars with Alpha Chi Omega
ASHLEY MCLEAN
STAFF WRITER

USD's Greek Life has an active role
around campus. Currently the five soror
ity chapters and four fraternity chapters
contribute successfully to events and
campus life. But this year there is some
thing new in Greek Life. Colonization
week for the new chapter of Alpha Chi
Omega at USD starts on Sept. 18.
While new to USD the sorority has
already made a name for itself nationally.
"[Alpha Chi Omega] will be great for
Greek Life. It will give more girls op
portunities to go Greek," Noel Benton, a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, said,
"They are a very strong fchapter nation
ally. I think they'll be a strong presence
on campus and be able to recruit amaz
ing girls."
Alpha Chi Omega was founded on
Oct. 15, 1885 at DePauw University in
Greencastle, Indiana. It is now known as
one of the strongest organizations with
more than 190,000 initiated members,

133 collegiate chapters and 200 alumnae
chapters. They already have three awardwinning collegiate chapters in San Diego
at UC San Diego, Cal-State San Marcos
and San Diego State University.
"The administration and other greek
organizations on campus have been very
welcoming to us, and we truly appreci
ate their support and hospitality," Tonia
Nelson, Alpha Chi Omega resident con
sultant to USD, said.
At USD Alpha Chi Omega is recruit
ing women who have good character,
financial responsibility, and leadership

skills. The Sorority is dedicated to friend
ship, leadership, learning and service,
making it appropriate that their motto is,
"Together let us seek the heights." Alpha
Chi Omega's slogan at USD is, "We're
seeking women who reach for the stars.
Do you?"
Colonization will begin on Sunday,
Sept. 18 with an informational at 6
p.m. in UC Forum B. There, interested
women can learn more about the found
ing process of Alpha Chi Omega and
its commitment to community service.
On the following Monday and Tuesday,

individual interviews will allow the se
lection committee to get to know each
person better and see what they have to
contribute to the sorority. If the woman
meets Alpha Chi Omega's membership
standards she will be invited to become
a founding member.
Alpha Chi Omega's colors are scarlet
and olive green. Their symbol is a lyre
because of their strong history and heri
tage in the arts and music.
The philanthropy of Alpha Chi Omega
is active and involved. The Alpha Chi
Omega Foundation supports individual
members of the sorority, and the MacDowell Colony allows artists to work
without interruption. Each chapter is
also encouraged to support victims of
domestic violence through numerous
activities and fundraisers.
"Our chapter plans to redefine the
traditional notion of community service,
focusing on first being good citizens in
our community, second, on using our
resources and time to help develop and
benefit the USD community, and, of
course, supporting the San Diego com
munity at large," Colony Advisor Karina

On the Spot: If you could change one thing on campus, what would it be?

"1 would change half of the
reserved spaces to white."

"Dining services needs to ac
cept ATM and credit cards."

"Keep food places open more."

"I would want more space to
park."

Nate Albera, junior

Drew Sandcn, junior

Erica Moore, freshman

Stacey Brake, sophomore
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Kenneth Creech, Opinion Editor

Recent construction worth the hassle
Fl.l.SF. RICARD
were not prepared to be woken
STAFF WRITER up by jack hammers at 7 a.m.
every workday.
After five months of jack
The closing of the front
hammering, digging, building entrance of the building, and
and landscaping, the Plaza the majority of the walk ways
de San Diego (a.k.a. Maher between Serra and Maher,
pedestrian walkway) is finally seemed an inconvenient has
complete, a ready loitering site sle for those students who had
for eager young scholars.
to get from one side of campus
While the lush flora and to the other.
tasteful beige-colored sitting
Even after its completion,
area are a vast improvement students seemed to avoid
over the uneven and cracked walking through the plaza.
road that used to occupy the Passing by, it is hard not to
space, there is still the inevi notice the near-empty sit
table question looming in the ting areas in the elevated and
minds of students and faculty slightly walled-in section.
alike: was the wait and money
Compare this to the Coworth the result?
lachis Plaza which, in spite
The reactions will vary of being older, less green
among the student body. If and having a temperamen
you were to ask any resident tal fountain, still attracts far
of Maher last semester if the more loungers and studiers.
construction would be worth This may be attributed to the
it, the almost certain eye roll novelty of Plaza de San Diego.
and exasperated sigh would Returning students who are set
have been answer enough.
in their ways have no place
Construction on the area for it in their pattern of habits,
began over Spring Break, but while new students are still
the majority of Maher-ites settling into and discovering

ADENA JANSEN

Manicured lawns, flower beds and a fountain are just some of the
aspects of the new plaza.

ADENA JANSEN

The Plaza De San Diego has given students a centralized location to hang out, study or just relax
between class.

the campus.
Despite the apparent lack of
interest in the plaza, there are
students who just enjoy seeing
additional foliage on campus
and love a good fountain hang
out.
"I was really impressed by
how the new plaza turned out,"
sophomore Rob Schehr said.
"They really did a great job
with beautifying the center of
campus. It's a great place to go
and study."
In addition, freshmen and
transfers on campus are for
tunate enough to have all the
benefits of the beautiful new
area sans the inconvenience
and the bias of their returning
peers.
In order to get a general
breakdown of students' opin
ions, I conducted a poll of 100
USD students as they scurried
between classes outside of
Maher hall.

It appears that, despite
some minor inconveniences
and probably to the surprise of
some, the new walkway pulls
in a commanding 83 percent
approval rating according to
my brief poll.
The biggest complaint now,
however, seems to come from
students who were annoyed
that the school did not ask if
they wanted a new plaza in
the first place. Many seem to
believe that the money would
have been better spent directly
on the students, perhaps in the
form of a better tram system.
The tram to and from Mis
sion Beach, where a good
sized group of USD students
live, has recently been can
celled. Now the only off-cam
pus tram runs to the Old Town
transit center, a frustrating fact
for students who lack other
forms of transportation.
Maher was not the only

part of the campus getting a
face lift. Over the summer, the
theater department welcomed
a new black box studio and
scene shop in Camino.
On a larger scale, major
changes to the University
Center include new offices for
student clubs and activities as
well as a renovation of dining
facilities are under consider
ation. Construction is expected
to be complete by the summer
of 2008 (much to the luck of
this year's freshmen class).
Finally, a new Leadership
and Education building plan is
on display in the lobby of the
Flahn University Center. The
new complex will be located
near the Copley Library, a far
more convenient location than
the current center which is
past the IPJ and down a steep
hill near the West Entrance of
campus. And yes, it will have
a. fountain.

Of 100 students polled on their opinion of the walkway:
38% Love it! It's a great addition to an already beautiful campus.
45% It's nice, but probably not worth the money or last year's noise pollution.
10%
2%

There's a new plaza?

5%

Buzz off; Fm going to watch the OC premiere.

Don't particularly fancy it.

*informai poll conducted by writer*
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Students speak out about New Orleans catastrophe
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Katrina brings numerous opinions to light in the weeks after the event
KA T F I . Y N N M C B R I D F
STAFF WR I T E R

Surrounded by water on
three sides and lying at an alti
tude that is below sea level, the
city of New Orleans is one of
the worst places to be on Earth
if a hurricane strikes.
Yet somehow, all warnings
that the levees were not built
to deal with any storm above a
category three hurricane were
ignored. New Orleans was dev
astated not by high winds and
flooding but by poor planning
and the entitlement mentality
caused by the state.
Failure to build stronger le
vees proves to be the most dev
astating fact of this hurricane,
since much of the destruction
could have easily been pre
vented. Joseph N. Suhayad,
retired director of Louisiana
State University's Water Re
sources and Research institute
explained, "the Corps knew,
everybody knew, that the le
vees had limited capability."
With such knowledge, how
could increasing levee strength
not be the top priority of every
legislator in Louisiana? Glenn
Schwartz, an NBC meteorolo
gist, explained what an incred
ible failure the levee breaches
provided.
"When a man-made break
(like the levees) is created, in
stead of the city getting flooded
gradually, it gets flooded with
moving, rushing water that
creates a bigger disaster than
what the builders were trying

to prevent in the first place,"
he said. The levee breaches are
incredible government failures
since the statistics of the like
lihood of a hurricane hitting
New Orleans and the destruc
tion a breached levee would
cause were well known.
The levees were built 25
years before the categorizing
of hurricanes began. Such an
oversight proves how little
the government actually uses
American tax dollars for wor
thy causes.
While the levee systems in
New Orleans proved ridicu
lously sub par, the hurricane
prediction and warning pro
grams worked perfectly. The
National Weather Service is
sued hurricane warnings and Hurricane Katrina devastated the
a mandatory evacuation order
was issued.
Every television and radio too clear after Katrina hit.
Rescue and relief are not
channel was emphatic about
the incredible storm about to rights but privileges. This di
strike Louisiana. Still, as many saster is going to cost taxpayers
as 10,000 people may have millions of dollars. That money
should not have to go to rescu
died in the storm.
Michael Brown, the re ing people that refused to listen
cently retired Director of the to warnings and acted hostile
Federal Emergency Manage towards their rescuers. There
ment Agency, said, "Those is nothing wrong with helping
New Orleans residents who people so long as they help
chose not to heed warnings to themselves.
This means ensuring their
evacuate before Hurricane Ka
trina bear some responsibility families are safe and evacuates
as soon as possible. Sacrifice
for their fates."
Despite failing to heed emer of oneself to a community of
gency warnings, those stuck in people too stubborn to leave
New Orleans after the storm or the fear of leaving home are
demanded rescue and even shot not good excuses for failing to
at officials who they thought evacuate a doomed city.
Some federal dollars should
were not rescuing people fast
go
to disaster relief but those
enough. The mentality the
state propounds was made all dollars should go towards

A word
from
The
Vista
BBC.NEWS.CO

population of New Orleans.

preventative measures, such as
building strong levees, rather
than going towards rebuilding
damaged cities that should
never have been so badly dam
aged in the first place.
While the government is at
fault for failing to prepare for
this disaster, the citizens of
New Orleans could have done
more to protect themselves
against this type of disaster, of
which they knew New Orleans
was susceptible.
The taxpayers should not
have to support the burden of
people who refused to evacu
ate or protect their homes.
Hopefully, in future storms,
American cities will be more
prepared and the American
people will better protect
themselves.

Above: A woman who re
mained in her home despite
warnings watches as rescuers
drive by.

Right: The flooding in New
Orleans and the surrounding
areas was so extensive that it
washed away freeways and sub
merged many streets entirely.

ALL PHOTOS FROM BBC.NEWS.CO

The aftermath of hurricane
Katrina left a large com
munity of people without
homes, food and clothing.
Those caught in the tragedy
were suddenly forced to rely
on others for their basic ne
cessities.
Psychologically and emo
tionally, the people effected
by this recent tragedy lost
even more. There is a human
dignity in being able to wake
up in the morning and eat
what you .want to eat, when
you want to eat it, in being
able to shower in your own
bathroom and sleep in your
own bed that was taken away
from these people.
In a country that is very
politically and economically
conscious, it will become
easy for us to analyze this
disaster in terms of politics
or finances. In doing this we
cannot forget the people who
have been directly effected by
the hurricane.
Let us not forget that San
Diego, like pre-hurricane
New Orleans, is a city built
on land that is known to be
hazardous. Any day in the
next year, decade or century
a huge earthquake could force
us to depend on the mercy
of our fellow Americans for
survival just as the residents
of New Orleans are now.
Even knowing this, it is
difficult to comprehend what
it would be like to be one
of the people stuck in New
Orleans during hurricane
Katrina and in the days and
weeks that have followed.
Or, to be a family member of
someone who is stuck there.
Yes, questions should be
asked about what could have
and should have been done in
New Orleans both prior to the
hurricane's arrival and after it
had passed.
But in doing so, we must
remember to preserve the
integrity of a group of people
that are victims of a natural
occurrence. Because, when
it comes right down to it,
we would want the same
respect.
-The Vista staff
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SEIZE SAIN DIEGO

II) GASLAMP QUARTER

To experience the most of the Gaslamp Quarter, go during the evening. You won't have another chance to
see such a lively place in downtown San Diego.

12) RIDE THE BELMONT PARK ROLLER COASTER

ASHLEY MCLEAN
STAFF WRITER

Who hasn't been to Mission Beach and seen the huge roller coaster? It is a landmark in San Diego, and you
are never too old to ride it.

This is the last year in San Diego for most seniors. The rest of us have more time here, but if you ask any
one who has graduated they will say that those four years fly by. San Diego has so much to offer from its
beaches, to its restaurants, to its culture that exciting things are often missed. We put together a checklist
of 20 things you must do in San Diego before you leave. So get going and don't waste any more time!

13). SAN DIEGO ZOO

With more than 4,000 creatures, it is no wonder why this zoo is considered to be one of the most impressive
in the world. But you won't get a chance to see those 4,000 creatures again once you leave, and you know
you will miss the koalas!

14) HAVE A BEACH BONFIRE

D MISSION BEACH

There is so much to do at Mission Beach and so little time left. Whether it's playing beach volleyball at
one of the nets, boardwalk cruising, sailing, wakeboarding, surfing, or just lounging around in the sand, you
will definitely miss out if you don't so experience one of these while you're here.

i
I

I

Can you think of a better way to spend a night than
gathering up your friends and having a beach bonfire
in Coronado, La Jolla Shores or Mission Beach? It is
a great memory that will last for a long time.

2) LITTLE ITALY

Have you forgotten the savory tastes of the pizzas and pastas along India Street? There really is a little
part of Italy in San Diego, and you won't have the opportunity to enjoy it forever.

3) OLD TOWN

15) OCEAN BEACH PIER

The Mexican restaurants are amazing! Old Town is so close to USD that there's no reason you should be
missing out on the Mexican flavor that Old Town has to offer.

Put on your walking shoes and stroll down the
Ocean Beach Pier. It's the longest concrete pier on
the West Coast at 1,971 feet from end-to-end.

4) WINDANSEA

This beach is known for its shorebreak, which is why surfers are drawn to it. It is also a great spot to
sunbathe on the gigantic, smooth, sandstone rocks. Either way it's a great spot to relax and breathe in the
Pacific Ocean.

CORONADO AND HOTEL DEL CORONADO

5) SEAWORLD

Visit one of the nicest hotels in San Diego and the "Crown City," which is also known as Coronado. Hotel
Del Coronado is considered one of America's most beautiful beach resorts and USA Today called it "one of
the top ten resorts in the world."

Seaworld, one of San Diego's most
popular attractions, is known for its sta
dium shows. You won't have the chance
to see the Shamu Adventure show and sit
in the first 15 rows to get soaked after you
leave!

i

17) THE SWAP

When will you have another chance to go to San Diego's largest outdoor market and the third largest on
the West Coast? Go to the Sports Arena and see Kobey's Swap Meet, open every Friday through Sunday
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

6) LA JOLLA

18) FISH TACOS

La Jolla has so much to offer that you
won't be able to visit all of it. But have
you watched the surfers at Black's Beach
or visited the La Jolla Cave yet?

San Diego is famous for its fish tacos,
and you can't leave without falling in
love with them. Eat as many as you can at
Rubio's or Santana's and remember why
they're famous here.

HOTEL DEL
CORONADO

19) SUNSETS AT
SUNSET CUFFS

7) PADRES GAME AT PEICO PARK
Be a Padres fan while you still can! Buy tickets and experience America's favorite pasttime in one of
America's newest parks.

Be sure to catch one of the most breath
taking views you will ever see. So get the
best view on Sunset Cliff while it's still
just minutes away.

8} OB FARMERS' MARKET

This farmers' market is unique! While most end at noon, this one is only open on Wednesdays from 4 to
8 p.m. A bonus is the many of food samples!

9) HILLCREST

TKv

1

Have you tried Lips yet? It's a restaurant devoted to divas and drag queens. Hillcrest is a unique part of
San Diego so make the most of your experience there.

lO) BALBOA PARK
Balboa Park has 15 museums, four theaters, playing fields and a few shops to keep you busy. With just a
stroll through it you'll see some amazing architecture from San Diego's past.
J

SO) BARHOPPING
Sorry minors, this section is only for people ages 21 and over. Experience the nightlife of San Diego by
going to Pacific Beach Bar and Grill, the Pennant and the Beach Comber. All are popular hangouts for USD
students, and you're only in college once. Experience it now!

The Vista
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Don't miss out on the biggest
CELEBRATION of the year!

OCTOBER 7, BOOS
5:IO PM • 9 PM
CASH CIVE-AWAYS
100 USD Students will each win $1,000!

COSTUME CONTEST

With $50,000 worth of prizes!

LIVE MUSIC
Featuring She Wants Revenge,
Kid Classic and 80z Allstars

BRINO YOUR STUDENT ID TO THE
U< TICKET WINDOW STARTING
MON., SEPT. 12TH! you MUST
REGISTER BY 1:OOPM ON FRI., OCT.
7TH TO QUALVY FOR THE RAFFLE!
You MUST be present to win.
You MUST have your Student ID to
register and win!
*

UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO

For more infomation and a complete list of
event and costume contest rules, please visit

www.sandiego.edu/plaza
* Event hosted and prize money provided by a generous, anonymous donor.
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"Nothing Is Sound" switches gears
NICOLE COOK
ENT EDITOR

After a grueling whirlwind
which included 400 shows in the
past two years, and 2.5 million
copies of "The Beautiful Let
down" sold, Switchfoot is back
with their fifth studio album.
The San Diego band, com
posed of Jon Foreman (vocals,
guitar), Tim Foreman (bass),
Chad Butler (drums), Jerome
Fontamillas (guitar, keyboards)
and Andrew Shirley (guitar),
started in the mid-90s when
Foreman and Butler competed
in surf competitions.
However, it was their love of
music that drove them to form a
band, aptly titled "Switchfoot"
after a surfing term.
Since then the band has
grown to five members and
has had their material played
on such shows as "Dawson's
Creek," "Regis and Kelly," and
"Felicity" .
Today they are best known
for their album, "Beautiful
Letdown," which was not only
certified double platinum, but
resulted in four consecutive sold
out U.S. headlining tours.
Switchfoot's latest creation
is perhaps their most innovative
album to date.
"I think that there's more
energy and more of a live feel
on this record," drummer Chad
Butler said.
The album's title, "Nothing
Is Sound," was geared in large
part by the song "Happy is a
Yuppie Word." Referred to as
the "catalyst for the record" by
Butler, it came from a quote
that Bob Dylan told a reporter
when asked whether he was
happy with the success in his
career. He responded, "Happy
is a yuppie word."
"I think out of that song came
the.. .[idea that] there's nothing
this world can give you or that
you can buy that'll fulfill you,"
Butler said. He added, "If I
had to sum up the title 'Noth
ing Is Sound,' it's about being
human in a world that's upside
down."
Unlike the band's other al
bums, "Nothing Is Sound" was
created on the road, in various
dressing rooms throughout the
country and the world.
"It was kind of one long tour
for the past couple of years,"
Butler said. "We thought we can
either wait until all this is over
and then wait until somebody
tells us to start making a new

ever give them," Butler said.
The U.S. "Nothing is Sound"
tour will begin Oct. 17 in Ven
tura, CA. The opening acts hope
to bring some of San Diego's
unique sounds to their audi
ence.
"We could call it the San
Diego Invades North America
Tour but I don't know how the
rest of the country would feel
about that but it's all very heav
ily San Diego weighted. We've
got hometown boys Revolver
opening up for us for half of
it and another San Diego band
Augustana opening'up the other
half and there's also our friends
from Texas, Isley, that are on the
bill as well," Butler said.
The tour will end in none
other than their hometown of
San Diego, where they will play
two shows on Nov. 12 and 13.
"We're really excited about
getting back to some of the
smaller venues that we haven't
played in awhile. It's a great
thing to be playing bigger ven
ues in the last year ...that's
something that comes with
having a successful -record, but
there's something that gets lost
when you can't really see the
faces of the people in the back
of the room," Butler said.
Switchfoot will never forget
their roots or the incredible mu
sic scene in San Diego.
"I think it's [San Diego] a re
ally eclectic place to play music.
It's not competitive like LA or
New York. I think it's more of
camaraderie where bands sup
COURTESY OF COLUMBIA RECORDS
port one another and they're
San Diego's own "Switchfoot," released their fifth studio album Sept. 13 titled "Nothing Is Sound."
not all vying for the attention
The album was written on the road and tested out in front of audiences, giving it "more energy and
of record labels in the industry,"
more of a live feel" drummer Chad Butler said. The band, in addition to doing promotional press for
Butler said. "It's much more
the release, will also be touring again starting Oct. 17 in Ventura CA.
organic and people are just
genuinely excited to be playing
as being a band. To be able to music and to hear other people
album, or we can just bring it all record.
"We came right from back put out a fifth is a rare thing for playing music. We've really
with us- bring the microphones,
bring the amps, shove it all in stage working on ideas, [you'd] rock and roll bands these days. benefited from that support."
the backstage and find an hour walk right out onstage, try We don't take any of this for
As for their free time, what
here and an hour there to keep it out...and right afterwards granted. I guess the goal is, it's better way to spend it than
you're due back in the dress not really about success as much on a beach here in sunny San
working on ft."
This album was in some ing room either saying 'we'll as just living well as people."
Diego?
One song in particular on the
ways a collaboration between never play that one again' or
"I'm headed down to the
'that's definitely going on the new album called "The Shadow beach to get in the water here in
the band and their fans.
"Because we got to try the record.' And to have that kind of Proves the Sunshine" illustrates a minute," Butler said. "It might
songs out in front of a live instantaneous feedback from the that principle.
be my last day before this record
"It's a song that gelled while comes out next week. We're go
audience, I really think that we audience is incredible," Butler
should give co-production credit said. "It just feels so alive at we were in South Africa last Jan ing to LA to do a bunch of press
uary. We had the opportunity to and flying to NY to do Conan
to people that came to our shows that point."
Despite Switchfoot's enor go down and visit the communi O'Brien on Tuesday for the
over the last year especially,
because you can see in the eyes mous success in record sales, ties outside of Capetown where release of the record on the 13th
of the audience right away if a they still remain humble by there's so many AIDS orphans so we're not gonna get a lot of
song is working or not," Butler setting goals that define them as that are struggling on their own surfing in San Diego for awhile.
individuals. One such goal is to and we were just really affected Trying to soak it up today you
said. ,
by that. That song sort of to me know?"
Often times Switchfoot "create honest music."
"We've never been about the is a reminder of the hope that
would literally go onstage after'
just writing a piece and have numbers," Butler said. "We're you see in somebody's eyes- in
For more information, visit
the opportunity to decide what really grateful to be making the kid's eyes- that they have their website at
would make the cut on the new music. It's been four albums more to give us than we could
www.switchfoot.com
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USC offers video game major for undergrads
U-WIRE/USC

and so forth," said Margaret Russett, a
member of the curriculum committee

The University of Southern California
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences in
troduced a new interactive entertainment
major at the beginning of this semester,
allowing undergraduates to take part in
a program previously available only to
graduate students.
The Interactive Media Department
of the USC School of Cinema-Televi
sion proposed the new major, which is
administered through the College.
The new major contains several tracks,
including interactive cinema, interactive
television, virtual reality, mobile media,
location-based entertainment (such as
theme park rides and museum pieces)
and most popular of all, game design,
said Michael Steffen, a third-year gradu
ate student studying interactive media in
the USC School of Cinema-Television.
Tracy Fullerton, assistant professor at
the School of Cinema Television, said that
when the interactive media division was
started three years ago it was geared only
toward graduate students.
"After the first graduate degrees were
handed out and the success among the
students was witnessed, it was natural to
add an undergraduate degree," Fullerton
said. There are currently six students in
the major, but others are interested in the
class offerings.
"A number of (the interactive enter
tainment courses) are open to all USC
students," Fullerton said. "It's really
interesting how many different types of
students show up in our introductory level
game design course, from all sorts of dif
ferent majors."
The major program is offered jointly
with the corresponding minor in the Infor
mation Technology Program of the USC
Viterbi School of Engineering.
"Half of the courses are ours, half are
theirs," Fullerton said. "A number of their
minor classes are part of the interactive
entertainment major's bachelor of arts
degree as well, and some of the students
currently in the major found out about it
through taking the minor classes of the
engineering school."
"Whereas the engineering minor
emphasizes technical skills, the (cinematelevision) major also incorporates coursework on aspects such as graphic design,
story-telling, characterization, psychology

panel that voted last year to
approve its passage.
Students also benefit from
the cinema-television school's
relationship with Elec
tronic Arts, a company
that develops inter
active entertain
ment software,
Fullerton said.
"There's a
real handson relation
ship with
folks in the
industry and
students in
the courses,"
she said.
Undergradu
ate students said
that they appreciate
the major coming to
USC.
"The field of interactive
media hasn't been explored
a lot in a collegiate setting," said
Charles Mallison, a senior majoring
in English literature and interactive en
tertainment. "I am very, very impressed,
not only by the curriculum, but by the
ideas that are being addressed and the
very enthusiastic involvement from the
industry."
"I like the program in general- par
tially for what they teach us and partially
because, due to the newness of the depart
ment, there aren't too many hard-and-fast
rules," Steffen said. Faculty and staff
members are also proud of the success
of the graduate students once they finish
the program.
"Lots of graduate students have already
been offered internships and jobs," Ful
lerton said. "There is a broad range of
knowledge and an ability to specialize,
so the career the students take depends
on what they want to focus on (such as
animation, production)."
"In terms of the game design track
specifically, the goal is to produce game
designers who can come fresh out of
school and get a job as a game designer,"
Steffen said.
Through the program, students are
taught the professional skills needed in
order to expand the potential field of
games as well as encouraging them to

GREG KESHISHYAN

think outside of the box so their products
can to appeal to different markets, Ful
lerton said.
- "Our goal is to innovate- to come up
with new game
play and sto
ry ideas,
rather
than

simply creating another cookie-cutter
shooter or sports game," Steffen said.
Steffen said that for his thesis project,
he is working on an interactive charac
ter drama titled "Telmahre," which he
describes as part game, part interactive
movie.
Along with developing the creative
idea for the game, students also must
consider the business side of the video
game industry.
"I took a game idea that I came up
with and am working on its budgeting
and planning," Mallison said about
his current project. "I'm figuring out
how long it will take to come out. I
already estimated how much it'll
cost to make it."
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Summer movies lack spunk
ALFONSO MAGANA
STAFF WRITER

The summer movie season has come
to a close and moviegoers are left with
a few tickets stubs as the only reminder
of what a truly lackluster movie season
this was.
The blockbusters never made large
numbers, while the independent films
managed to get people in to see more
documentaries than ever before. What
happened and what or whom is to
blame for such a mediocre summer of
movies?
One possibility for this summer's
absence of great films was the lack of
originality. The three biggest films of
the summer were based on previously
written material. "Star Wars: Episode
Three - Revenge of the Sith" and "Bat
man Begins" were both prequels to big
movie franchises, while "War of the
Worlds" is not the first adaptation of
H.G. Well's classic novel.
While "Star Wars" was certainly a
step up from the previous two prequels,
it still does not compare to the original
trilogy (although some will argue that it
is better than "the Return of Jedi" for the
sole reason of having no Ewoks).
"Batman Begins" gained favorable

reviews from critics, and said it was
much better than the last two Batman
films.
It seems more folks went to see the
film due to a certain co-star's much
hyped "relationship" with a star of
another summer hit (that theory can
be used to blame "War of the Worlds'"
tepid box office numbers as well).
"Fantastic Four," yet another comic
book film, came and went with little
fanfare. Despite bad reviews, it still
managed to do pretty well, although
it had nowhere near the box office
numbers of "Spider-Man," "X-Men"
or even "Batman Begins."
"The Dukes of Hazzard" was an
other hit this summer but unfortunately
not in the way it could have been. "The
Dukes of Hazzard" was a hit for about
a week, and then word of mouth spread
that it was a total bomb. There was no
need to see it when you could watch
Jessica Simpson's video of her terrible
cover of "These Boots Are Made For
Walking."
"Charlie and the Chocolate Factory"
was being touted as darker than the
original. However, upon further viewings, it was evident that the original is
still by far the creepier of the two. The
film's screenwriter, John August, who
had never seen the original, finally saw
it after the film was completed.

August declared that the original was
by far darker than anything he could
have thought of. The original has Gene
Wilder's psychotic performance during
the boat ride, while in this one Johnny
Depp is just plain annoying.
While not completely original, "Mr.
& Mrs. Smith" also had the same me
dia attention as any of TomKat's films.
However, this movie was actually en
joyable to watch.
It is the perfect date movie: action,
romance, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie.
What more could you ask for? Well,
maybe a real storyline, but at least
there was something nice to look at on
screen.'
"Wedding Crashers" also had a great
run, thanks in part to the need for a good
comedy this summer. Owen Wilson and
Vince Vaughn have their fanbase, so it
was undeniably going to be a hit, even
with the R rating.
Although it had the same humor that
was in previous Wilson and Vaughn
films, it was not as original as it could
have been.
The summer's last film was probably
the most original even with the potential
to have the same raunchy jokes. "The
Forty-Year Old Virgin" managed to sur
prise nearly everyone when it debuted a
month ago, with no big stars and many
positive reviews.

It was partly due to a hilarious trailer
("aaaaahh.. .Kelly Clarkson!") but also
because, well, have we ever seen a
movie about a forty-year old virgin?
The concept ''.lone was selling seats,
even though people still have no clue
who Steve Carrell is after they leave
the theater.
Lastly, there were the independent
films such as "Broken Flowers," yet
another film with Bill Murray, making
him three for three (following "Lost in
Translation" and "The LifeAquatic with
Steve Zissou"); "Junebug" which tells
an honest story about the South with
out pandering for laughs; and "Happy
Endings," Don Roos' follow up to "The
Opposite of Sex" and "Bounce" with
great turns from Lisa Kudrow, Maggie
Gyllenhaal and Tom Arnold.
The four big documentaries this
summer included the Animal Planet-ish
"The March of the Penguins," "Mad
Hot Ballroom," featuring kids who
love to dance, the thought-provoking
"Grizzly Man," about a man who loses
his life to a bear, and "The Aristocrats,"
featuring various comedians telling the
world's dirtiest joke.
These films did not feature huge
movie stars but they all told an original
story, which, as evident by most of the
summer releases from Hollywood, is
hard to come by.
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Dan Mulville, Campus Recreation

DAN MULVILLE

RECREATION tDITOR

With the start of the fall
semester, summer is officially
over, but that does not mean
the fun has to end. Men's,
Women's, and CoRec Intramu
ral Sports are back and better
then ever!
The Recreation Department
will be bringing you a fun and
exciting semester of Intramural
and Recreation Sports. Stu
dents, faculty, staff, and alumni
can participate.
As of today, Sept. 15, sign
ups are ending for Men's &
Women's 4x4 Volleyball,
Men's & Women's 3x3 bas
ketball, CoRec Dodgeball, and
Doubles Team Tennis. Get a
team together and come on out
for these exciting and enjoy
able sports. All levels of play

are welcome and no experience
is necessary.
We're offering a lot of
other great Intramural sports
throughout the semester, in
cluding flag football (men's
& CoRec), ultimate frisbee,
men's & women's speed soc
cer, CoRec 6x6 volleyball,
softball (men's & CoRec), and
CoRec basketball.
Intramurals will also be
bringing you some very cool,
special events this fall, such as
a 4x4 beach volleyball tourna
ment, the Peaman Biathlon, a
2x2 Golf Scramble on Family
Weekend, a disc golf tourna
ment, and a Texas Hold 'Em
poker tournament.
You can get information
on all the Intramural leagues
and special events through the
campus recreation website at
www.sandiego.edu/campusrecreation.
We also plaster the campus

Drop in for
fall fitness
DAVID FREEMAN

often or as seldom as you wish.
FITNESS DIRECTOR Just "drop in" when you want
to experience the benefits of a
great fitness class.
After a successful debut last
Classes are offered at conve
spring, the "Drop-in" fitness nient times and locations during
program returns for the second the week. For example, there is
consecutive semester. It's bigger a yoga class that meets on the
and better than before, and it's lawn next to the Immaculata
becoming more popular every Parish.You'll be amazed with the
day. Drop-In classes are open to quality of the instructors, who
students, faculty, and staff.
bring a wealth of experience to
For a fee of $50 per semester, the classes, and take personal
or $20 per month, you can drop pride in creating a worthwhile
into 16 different classes per program.
week. For you math majors, that
We're offering a special,
translates into 160 classes this introductory three-class pass
semester, for only $50!
to let students sample the pro
We're talking about some gram. They may attend any
fantastic, unique classes! Our three classes with this free pass,
menu includes yoga, pilates, and if they like what they get,
cardio-stretch kick boxing, wa they can join the program. You
ter aerobics, and a brand-new still have today (Sept. 15) and
class, PiYo.
tomorrow (Sept. 16) to take
Pi Yo is a perfect combination advantage of this offer. Flyers
of Joseph Pilates' methods and are available at many locations
ashtanga (power) yoga, with around campus.
a vinyasa flow. It was created
You can register, pick up a
to improve overall well-being, schedule of classes, or get more
and to fine tune sport-specific information at the Recreation
skills.
Office, which is located in the
Drop-in classes work differ RAC, next to the pool. Or, just
ently than regular recreation caH extension 4533.
classes. Because they are nonDrop-In Fitness is a great way
graded and non-credit, you to stay fit for those with a hectic
control your own program. schedule, or those who just want
You may attended as many or to have fun. So "Drop-in" get fit,
as few classes as you want, as and have some fun!

every week with A-frame bul
letin boards and posters with
the latest information and sign
up deadlines.
So keep you eyes open as
you stroll around campus. And
be sure to keep reading the
Recreation page in your trusty
Vista every week.
To sign up for any of the
leagues above or for more
information, come up to the
Campus Recreation Depart
ment office located in the
RAC (Recreation & Athletic
Center), formerly known as
"The Sports Center," right next
to the swimming pool. If you
need a question answered call
extension 4533.
Again, we at the Campus
Recreation Department wel
come everyone to fall semester
2005 at USD. We hope this
school year is fun and sportsfilled for everyone. See you in
the gym or on the field!

campusrecreation@sandiego.edu

Friday-night
dodgeball
DAN MULVILLE

RECREATION EDITOR

Looking for some good,
clean, wholesome fun on Friday
nights? Or at least something to
do before you go out?
Get your friends together for
some dodgeball. That's right,
good old fashioned dodgeball,
where you and 5 friends can
try to peg your opponents right
out of the game. Where else
are you allowed to be openly
hostile without fear of an as
sault charge?
With all the chaos in the
opening week of the semester,
we know dodgeball might not
have been at the top of your
list.
You might have missed the
promotional materials, been too

busy crashing that last class, or
just plain forgot to sign up.
So we have extended our
sign up deadline through today,
September 15, to give you one
last chance to join this great
league.
League night will be Fri
days, beginning Oct. 23, and
play starts at 7 p.m. Your team
will have a one hour game
sometime between 7 p.m. and
10 p.m. This is plenty of time
to get a great workout in while
having a blast.
With our convenient sched
ule you will arrive at the perfect
"fashionably late" time for
your Friday evening festivi
ties and you'll already be in a
good mood from having played
the great American sport of
dodgeball.

CLASSIFIEDS
Tutor/Nanny: Beautiful Carmel Valley home, 2 girls,
10 &13. Duties are doing homework with them,
driving them to dance classes, some errands. Fluency
in English and college student preferred. Must have
good driving record, flexibility with hours after 3.00
pm and good with kids. Hours are 3.00 pm to 6pm
some night hours will be needed, M thru Friday. Pay:
$10.00/hourly. Interested parties please respond to
sorme@opthalmed.com,
Part Time Babysitter wanted this fall
Seeking responsible, attentive and fun loving
babysitter for 7 year old twin girls in my North
Clairemont home. School pick up and homework
support required two or three afternoons per week
from 3:30 - 6:30 pm.Must have impeccable driving
record and reliable car. $10 per hour to start. Call
Danielle (858) 278-1828.

BE A PART OF THE ACTION.

WRITE.
Come to The Vista Writers' Meeting Tuesday
@ 12:30p.m. in UC 114B
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Anthony Gentile, Sports Editor

agentile-08@sandiego.edu

Torero football roughs up Raiders
further when a punt snap sailed
SPORTS EDITOR out of the endzone for a safety.
When the first quarter ended,
USD was up 16-0.
On the 13th play of SOU's
Playing at Torero Stadium for first sustained drive, the Raiders
the second straight week, USD rolled the dice on fourth down
football hosted the Southern and six from the Torero 37-yard
Oregon Raiders Saturday.
line. The gamble backfired as
USD's defense got to work Despotakis had nowhere to run,
from the opening snap, forcing and was dropped for an 11-yard
a three and out on Southern loss, ending the drive.
Oregon's first drive. A 12-yard
The potent San Diego offense
punt out of bounds gave San looked flawless on the ensuing
Diego great field position out of march, especially Johnson. The
the gate, and early on it looked sophomore signal caller hit three
like they would have no trouble different receivers, and capped
picking up their second win of off the drive by calling his own
the season.
number on a five-yard bootleg;
On the first drive, quarterback USD would take that 23-0 lead
Josh Johnson hit senior wide re into the locker room.
ceiver Nick Garton on a perfectly
Following a Raider punt early
executed out route just past the in the third quarter, Johnson hit
pylon for the score to convert a receiver Wes Doyle for a 28-yard
long third and goal opportunity touchdown to put USD ahead by
to give USD an early 7-0 lead.
thirty, showing that the Toreros
From there, the Toreros never would not let up.
looked back. On the following
After another stop by the
offensive drive they showed Blueshirt defense, fullback Jon
some muscle, running right at the Polk plunged in to the endzone
defense. Kevin Herron punched from one yard out. With the To
it in from two yards out to cap reros now up 37-0, Coach Haroff the drive, giving USD a two- baugh elected to rest a majority
touchdown lead.
of his starters.
With SOU driving midway
Eric Bakhtiari ended the next
SOU possession with a 10-yard through the final quarter, USD's
sack of the Raiders quarterback. Kevin Hertko stripped the
USD then increased their lead ball from Tim Greenidge and

ANTHONY GENTILE

ANTHONY GENTILE

Torero quarterback Josh Johnson (11) surveys the field as the Torero offensive line takes care of the
Southern Oregon pass rush.

Bakhtiari recovered it, taking the
life out of the Raiders.
With the game in hand, Torero
reserves continued superior play,
highlighted by a 28-yard touch
down pass from David Perez to
John Matthews, a monster sack
by linebacker Ryan Morgan, and
a short option keeper run for a
touchdown by true freshman
quarterback Theo Nikolakopulos.
With Southern Oregon threat
ening in USD territory late in

the contest, linebacker Alex turned in a record performance,
Duk tipped a Raider pass that as Southern Oregon finished the
defensive back Joe Staab would game with negative 43 rushing
intercept, keeping the shutout yards and only 64 yards of total
intact. As the offense trotted offense.
The Toreros face a tough test
back on to the field and Perez
took a knee to run out the clock, this Saturday as they host Ivy
the scoreboard said it all: Toreros League power Yale at 1:30 p.m.
Still perfect this season at 251, Raiders 0.
Offensively, Johnson finished 0, Torero football looks to keep
the game 21 of 29 for 174 yards rolling early on in its 2005 cam
and two touchdowns, and Rogan paign. As long as USD continues
led the rushing attack with 104 this flawless level of play, that
yards. The defense, meanwhile, should be no problem.

NFL kicks off 2005 season

PETER BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

For those who daydream of
two-point conversions, mull the
Gus Frerotte-A.J. Feely quarter
back controversy before falling
asleep, and know more about
Kenoy Kennedy than John Ken
nedy, it is once again the most
wonderful time of the year.
The National Football League
kicked off last Thursday, with
New England taking on Oakland.
Nearly four years removed from
the infamous "tuck rule" play, the
teams met to begin another year
of football.
The Patriots have gone 34-4
the last two seasons, but that
was not evident in their early de
fensive performance. Oakland's
acquisition of the lightning fast
Randy Moss paid immediate div
idends, as Kerry Collins hit him
for a long gain on the game's first
possession. The Raiders opening
drive ended with a touchdown,
quieting Gillette Stadium.
However, it wasn't long until
the Patriots showed why they're
considered an NFL dynasty. Be

hind a strong performance from
quarterback Tom Brady, the Pats
settled down and finished with a
30-20 victory.
Sunday's games kicked off
with many paying special atten
tion to the New Orleans SaintsCarolina Panthers game. After
hurricane Katrina wreaked havoc
on the Saints' hometown, every
one around football was pulling
for New Orleans, and they did
not disappoint.
With the score tied late in the
game, the Saints drove down the
field to give kicker John Carney
a 47-yard field goal opportunity
with seconds remaining in regu
lation. The veteran's long field
goal snuck just inside the left
upright to give New Orleans a
dramatic 23-20 victory, and the
entire state of Louisiana some
thing to celebrate.
What makes the NFL great is
that anything can happen on any
given Sunday. The Dolphins,
49ers and Cowboys made sure
that fans did not forget that fact,
as all three beat heavily favored
opponents.
Miami shocked Denver 3410 in the most surprising game
of the weekend. The Dolphins

shut down the Broncos normally
potent offense en route to a domi
nant performance. The Niners,
who were an NFL worst 2-14 a
season ago, edged the Rams by a
28-25 margin. And unfortunately
for the Charger faithful, Bill
Parcells and company defeated
the Bolts 28-24, after San Diego
failed to get into the endzone
despite having a first and goal
opportunity with a minute re
maining.
Sunday night, the Indianapolis
Colts made short work of the
Baltimore Ravens, winning 247. Peyton Manning continued
to put up big numbers, but still
must prove that he can do it in the
playoffs. Manning and the Colts
still have much to do to deserve
the praise they have received
from many analysts.
The week's best match-up
came on Monday night. In a re
match of last year's NFC Cham
pionship game, Philadelphia took
on Atlanta at the Georgia Dome.
Before the game even started,
Eagle linebacker Jeremiah Trot
ter and Falcon cornerback Kevin
Mathis were ejected for fighting.
The scuffle foreshadowed an
intense game that featured two

of the NFC's best teams.
The Falcons, behind 117 rush
ing yards from Warrick Dunn,
got revenge for last year's title
game, beating the Eagles 14-10
in a hard fought battle.
In a losing effort, however,
Terrell Owens was able to silence
some critics who believed that
he would not be productive as
a result of his feud with Eagles'
management and quarterback
Donovan McNabb. The star
wideout hauled in seven of
McNabb's passes for a total of
112 yards in the loss.
Before the games were un
derway last week, a legend
decided to hang up his cleats,
as Jerry Rice called it a career.
Rice holds virtually every receiv
ing record, and was a model of
consistency during his 20 years
in the league.
In his later years, Rice played
for the Raiders and Seahawks
before spending this preseason
with the Broncos. However, he
will be remembered for his time
with the 49ers where he caught
balls from Joe Montana and
Steve Young, during which he
became one of the greatest play
ers in NFL history.

Week in
Review

A quick recap of
Torero action

Women's Volleyball
USD traveled up to Berkeley
for the Golden Bear Invite
last weekend. On Friday, San
Diego defeated Florida A&M
in five games. The following
night, the Toreros captured the
championship by beating host
and 21st-ranked California.
San Diego is now 6-1 despite
not yet playing a match at
Jenny Craig Pavilion, climb
ing to 18th in the most recent
Coaches Poll.
Men's Soccer
Monday night, USD shutout
visiting UC Irvine 3-0. Lance
Friesz pitched a shutout in
goal for the Toreros, as they
improved to 2-0-1.
Women's Soccer
The Toreros suffered a tough
1-0 loss to no. 28, Kansas, Fri
day night. Forward Michelle
Rowe had a game high five
shots as San Diego fell to 2-3
on the season.
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Leaders pave the way. They think big. They create,
They start something new. They stard up for
what's right, even when it's not easy. They help
others, before they help themselves. They do what
hasn't been done before.

Join us
Your unique opportunity to redefine
leadership and community service at USD
is right around the cDirer. Come learn
mors et Alpha Chi Omega's Info Night.

Sunday, Sept. 18 (5) 6 pm - UC Forum B
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